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Scarborough Centre

Improving our Downtown
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Four Themes from the McCowan
Centre Precinct Study

• Two Solitudes
• Parks and public open space
• Making our Centre a destination
• Connecting our Centre to the community
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1. Two Solitudes

• It’s obvious to everyone that McCowan
Road divides our Centre.

• It’s elevated above grade north of
Progress.

• It’s well below grade in a ditch from
Progress to the Freshco building.
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• West of McCowan and South of the RT and there are:
– +\- 4,000 apartments
– major employers like Bell, the Federal building and 55 Town Centre Court.
– Important public services such as the Civic Centre and the YMCA.
– The most important transit hub east of Yonge Street where TTC, GO and

regional buses and taxis all inter-connect.
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• East of McCowan are 3,400 apartments, and major employment
opportunities in the Consilium and Royal Bank towers.

• The Menkes site is zoned for an additional 1,515 units.
• The Simpson’s property has applied for 2,488 more units.

2,800 units

600 units

1,515 units
approved

Application
filed for
2,488 units
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In between these two neighbourhoods is the
McCowan Barrier.

Elevated
above grade

Ditched below
grade
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How do we connect these two
emerging urban areas ?

• How does a family living on Corporate Drive
walk to the YMCA?

• How does someone coming to our downtown on
a GO bus walk to the Royal Bank building?

• How does someone living on Brian Harrison
Way get to work in the Consilium?
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Our Answer?

Span McCowan
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McCowan between Progress and Bushby is 165m and
significantly below the grade of properties on both sides.
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The two sides of our Centre can be connected by spanning
McCowan with a pedestrian deck over the road between

the Progress overpass and Bushby Drive.
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Extend the deck over the northbound McCowan on ramp.

Link into the existing “Pedway” which spans this ditch at the McCowan
station.
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Extend the pedestrian deck over the TT bus ditch.



Connecting Neighbourhoods

Create direct, level and safe connections to places
west of McCowan

GO Transit, taxis
Regional buses

Campbell
Square, Federal
Bldg., Civic
Centre

Shopping
Centre

YMCA
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Spanning McCowan connects the two neighbourhoods in
our downtown.
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2. Parks and Public Spaces

• Parks Staff tell us our downtown is one of
the worst served neighbourhoods in all of
Toronto in terms of local parks and public
open space.

• That’s even when they count the City-
Board of Education property we own on
Progress Avenue east of Simpsons.
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Our Solution ?

• Cities large and small all over the world
create beautiful public open space on
decks over roads, expressways and rail
yards.

• We want to do it here…on the Span
McCowan deck.

• Creating almost 3 acres of new public
open space with lots of public art.
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Montreal does it

• Right over the Autoroute Ville Marie
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Chicago does it…
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And they do it well!
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Paris decked over a major arterial just like
McCowan, between the Tuilleries Gardens and the

Louvre.
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Denmark does it…
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Heck, even Detroit does it…
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• Staff tell us our downtown needs more
clean, green, attractive pedestrian oriented
public open space with lots of public art.

• We agree.
• And we can do what other cities have

done.
• Span McCowan and create 3 acres of

beautiful public open space, uniting the
Two Solitudes in our Centre.



Parks and Public Open Spaces

• Two of Toronto’s finest public open
spaces, Nathan Phillips Square and the
David Pecaut Park, are built on decks over
multi-level underground parking garages.

• We can do it in Scarborough’s downtown!
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It’s cost effective compared to taking 3 acres
of land anywhere else in our Centre ‘out of
production’:

• Zero land acquisition cost;
• Zero building demolition cost;
• Zero site remediation cost;
• Zero lost assessment and taxes;
• Zero lost development potential.
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Paying for the Span McCowan Open Space

• $204 million is sitting in the City’s parkland
acquisition account as of the end of 2010.

• $273 million is sitting in the Development
Charges account as of end 2010.The portion
dedicated to parkland and pedestrian system
improvements is $43.3 million.
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Illustration of Development Charges revenue to the City from two
development sites in our Centre.

Total
Development
Charges

Parkland
Component

Roads
Component

Development
Studies
Component

Civic
Improvements
Component

50-60-70
Town
Centre
Court*

$8,667, 944 $1,375,460 $1,453,460 $131,905 $103,268

Menkes
Project:
Consilium-
Corporate
Dr.**

$13,081,722 $2,073,452 $2,191,188 $198,842 $155,672

Totals $21,749,666 $3,448,912 $3,644,648 $330,747 $258,940

•*Assumes 60% of units are1 bedroom and smaller, 40% are 2 Bedroom and larger.

•** Assumes today’s Charge rates apply to all phases of development.



Parks and Public Spaces

• The City has the means and the policy
obligation to create 3 acres of public open
space in one of the worst served areas of
Toronto’s 400 neighbourhoods.

• What we need is the enthusiasm and
commitment of our staff and Councillors to
‘make it happen’!
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3. Making our Centre a destination

• Our downtown is supposed to be ‘vibrant’,
‘a focal point for eastern Toronto’, ‘a
destination’.

• We are making progress…
• But we are not there yet.
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• We are not going to get the ballet-opera
house, the national gallery…

• We didn’t land the national tennis centre.
• The Provincial courthouse complex faded

long ago.



A Destination Market for
Scarborough
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One major urban activity that always hums with
people, aromas, colour and vitality is a central food
market for independent retailers and restaurateurs.

A permanent, year round market with adjunct open
space for seasonal locally produced farm produce.

…we want one for Scarborough

…we want it in our Centre

….in our lifetime!
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This the Old City Market in St John New Brunswick

34 merchants. +\- 3,200 m2
main floor selling space.
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It’s bright, full of colour and life…and good local
products.
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Marche Jean Talon is a weather protected indoor/outdoor
food market in Montreal’s Little Italy.

Fresh local
produce, cheese,
wine and lots of
people!
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Here’s the St. Lawrence Market for downtown
residents.

The South St Lawrence Market main floor is +\- 4,410 m2 of shopping area.
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Food, restaurants, bakeries, flowers…a place of colour,
aromas…to shop, meet neighbours, read the paper…a people
place.



A Destination Market for
Scarborough
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We have a market in Scarborough Centre.
Unfortunately:

• It is seasonal.

• It’s not indoor… nor even weather protected.

• It is not visible from adjacent streets

• There is no parking.

• It will never prosper on Ab Campbell Square.



A Destination Market for
Scarborough
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Our concept is to locate a permanent independent food
merchants’ market, …the same size as the south St,
Lawrence market, …on the former City lands on the east
side of McCowan…with a seasonal open air farmers’
market spilling out onto the McCowan deck.

A destination market needs four things to be successful:
• Excellent transit access
• Excellent unobtrusive trucking access
• Lots of high density residential/office within walking

distance.
• Adequate public parking very nearby.
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There is plenty of room on this 5.3 acres site for our market and
lots of new residential towers.

There are 7,400 apartments and 240,000m2 of offices within
walking distance and plenty more zoned.



A Destination Market for
Scarborough
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• A successful ‘destination’ market needs excellent trucking access.
• Keep the selling floor of our market high, at the level of the McCowan

deck…bring the trucking in beneath the selling floor from Grangeway.



A Destination Market for
Scarborough
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A successful ‘destination’ market for all of Scarborough need lots of
good transit connections. 14 TTC Bus Routes bring people right to the

market doors. The McCowan station is practically part of the site.

Scarborough
Market



A Destination Market for
Scarborough
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• The sale of the City’s land to the Goldman Group in December 2011
need not jeopardize our market concept.

• With clear direction from Council, Staff can negotiate an excellent
private residential development on these land AND an excellent
public market.

• We have the talent in our Planning Department. Put them to work with
clear direction!



A Destination Market for
Scarborough
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A successful ‘destination’ market for all of Scarborough
needs parking. And the TPA already operates two lots right

across the street on City property.

261 Spaces

214 Spaces



A Destination Market for
Scarborough
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A Scarborough Market the same size as the main floor of the St Lawrence
south market would require 130 parking spaces at ‘normal’ commercial
parking standards. Perhaps 260 spaces would be required for a really
successful market. A single level deck over the Green P lot on the south
side of Bushby could provide the parking our market would need.
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How do we pay for a market building?
At $70/sq. ft, construction of a 47,000 sq. ft. market building would cost +/- $3.5 million.

Section 37 is available to fund capital costs.

Benchmarking the two most recent Section 37 approvals in our centre:
• the Goldman three towers on Town Centre Court paid $1 million for 1,005 units;
• the Menkes two tower project on Corporate/Consilium paid $2 million for 1,515 units in

Section 37 .
• That is +\- $1,000/unit for Goldman-Town Centre Court project in 2005 and $1,320/unit for

the Menkes project approved in 2010.

• The application on the Simpsons site is asking for 2,448 units. Even if they end up with
only 1,500 like the Menkes project the City would have +\- $ 2 million in Section 37 funds.

• If the Goldman Group ends up with a density similar to the Menkes approval, i.e. 660 units
per hectare on this 2.1 hectare site, he will be looking for +\- 1,400 units. At $1,320 per unit
the City would get $1.8 million under Section 37.

• Total Section 37 from these two sites = $3.8 million.

• To ‘cash flow’ early construction of our market, existing uncommitted Section 37 funds can
be redirected to build the market now and ‘back filled’ from funds from the Simpsons and
Goldman development as these come forward.
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• The City received $22.6 million for the sale of our property on the east
side of McCowan.

• The City’s Official Plan requires that “ land assets owned by the City
will be utilized in a strategic manner to further the objectives of the
Scarborough Centre Secondary Plan.” [ Policy 1.17]

• Our ‘land asset’ has been converted to $22.6 million in cash.

• It should be used to help achieve the Plan’s goals for a vibrant
destination and focus of people activity…making a downtown for all of
eastern Toronto….by decking McCowan and building our market.
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4. Connecting our Centre to the
community

The Precinct Study asks how the big blocks of land can be
broken up with a fine grid of public streets.
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The Official Plan calls for Bushby Drive to be
extended to Markham Road.
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A route through the Simpson’s site will have to be
determined as part of processing that application.
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• Selecting the point that Bushby connects to
Bellamy will predetermine how it at least starts
its path to Markham Road.

• Some would say “Run it down the watercourse.”
• We don’t agree.

• Our preferred route east of Bellamy is along the
south side of the watercourse with a pedestrian
trail and a bicycle path, separated from traffic,
between the road and the top of bank.
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• A 27 m right-of-way would provide for sidewalk
on the south side, four lanes of traffic, and 11
meters of landscaped pedestrian path and cycle
path beside the watercourse.
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Here’s a detail
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The Bushby Extension east of Bellamy opens up the
watercourse to the public and creates ½ mile of safe and

attractive cycling and walking paths.
It also links our centre to growing populations in the

Markham Ellesmere corridor.
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West of Bellamy it serves as the backbone from which local
streets can ‘break up’ the large blocks of land.

A bikeway along the south side here would have no
driveways interfering with safe cycling.
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Conclusion 1
• Spanning McCowan creates 3 acres of cost effective

public open space and unites the two neighbourhoods
east and west of McCowan.

• A permanent St. Lawrence type independent food
merchants’ market with a season farmers’ market on the
deck makes our Centre a destination for all of
Scarborough.

• Extending Bushby to Markham with separated
pedestrian and bike paths opens up existing open space
and connects our Centre to the Markham-Ellesmere
corridor and Centennial College.
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Conclusion 2.
• We believe financial resources are available in existing

City Development Charges, Parkland cash-in-lieu and
Section 37 accounts,

• plus the proceeds of recent Scarborough Centre land
sales,

• plus charges on future Centre developments to finance
these improvements.


